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ABA Business Series:
102 Clinical Fundamentals

Are you interested in launching your own Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) business? Do you want to learn
more about ABA business management at your own pace, anytime, anywhere? This recorded webinar is
the second part of our ABA Business Series webinars. These practical and applied webinars in this series will walk
participants through the often complicated steps in running an ABA company in today’s business climate. While
information presented will be introductory in nature, it will serve as a “checks and balances” role for new ABA
businesses to gauge if the administrative and clinical processes they are engaging in are correct and comprehensive.
It will also open the door to prospective behavior analysts who are considering opening up their own company.

ABA 102: Clinical Fundamentals
Cost: $55 (includes 1.5, Type 2 CEUs)

Presented by Chris Jones, Ph.D., BCBA-D

The second part of this Business Series: ABA 102 will have a
clinical focus that concentrates on how to manage the clinical
responsibilities needed in effective and ethical programming
from a leadership perspective. Topics will include components of
handling referrals, authorizations, conducting intakes, assessment
and reassessment, functional behavior assessment, treatment
planning, technician vs. BCBA delivery of therapy, supervision,
care coordination, ethical clinical decision making, insurance/
funding source constraints, and discharge, as well as general
overall clinical management strategies typical of a clinical director.

Dr. Jones is a full-time consulting staff
member at the Haring Center. His past
research at the University of Puget
Sound and the University of Washington
concentrated on social and communication
skills for children and young adults with
autism and other mental health issues.
In addition to his training as both a
developmental psychologist and behavior
analyst, Dr. Jones has over two decades of
clinical experience.

For more information, contact : PDUtrain@uw.edu or (206) 616-8974

To register online, click here:
ABA 102 Clinical Fundamentals
If you are interested in the 1st installment of this business
series ABA 102, register for the ABA Business 100 Series
Combo course and save $25.
To register online, click here: ABA Business Series 100 Combo

Dr. Jones has published in peer reviewed
journals and presented in workshops and
conferences locally and nationally. He served
as president of the Washington Association
for Behavior Analysis, works administratively
as the director of operations for an ABA
business, and consults widely on business
matters for ABA businesses in Washington
state and across the country.
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